Members of the community provided feedback to the four FBISD elementary school attendance boundary options between December 10, 2018 and January 5, 2019. To promote collaboration and transparency, community members had multiple community meeting opportunities to learn more about the current boundary options prior to responding to the survey. In addition, the presentation from the community meeting was posted online or those who were unable to attend the community meetings. The table below displays a comparison of community survey feedback organized by option in addition to pros and cons for each scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Comments in support of this option</th>
<th>Comments in opposition of this option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1      | • Balances enrollment across all grade levels  
         • Aligns feeders | • Divides Aliana into multiple schools beyond Madden and ES 51  
         • Students in Aliana rezoned to a perceived lower-performing school  
         • Divides Harvest Green into two schools  
         • Bretton Woods community attends Holley ES  
         • Mission Sierra and Mission Trace change feeder patterns  
         • Will need additions at Pecan Grove and Oakland in the future |
| 2      | • Balanced enrollment across all grade levels  
         • Aligns some feeder patterns with some splits  
         • Keeps Aliana zoned to ES 51 or Madden, except for Bretton Woods | • Bretton Woods community separated from Aliana community feeder patterns  
         • Will need additions at Pecan Grove, Oakland, and Lakeview at a later date |
| 3      | • Balances enrollment across all grade levels  
         • Aligns some feeder patterns, makes some splits  
         • Best option for keeping most of Aliana in the ES 51 or Madden feeder patterns | • Will need additions at Lakeview, Patterson, Pecan Grove, and Oakland at a later date |
| 4      | • Balances enrollment across all grade levels  
         • Aligns some feeder patterns | • Divides Aliana into multiple schools beyond Madden and ES 51  
         • Will need additions at Patterson, Oakland, Lakeview, and Walker Station in the future |